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Part 1.1: Update on School development

• Status of institute workshops
  Workshops have been rearranged for more reasonable and convenient for integrated teaching.
Part 1.1: Update on School development

- The institute met the requirements for facilities to prepare for receipt of project equipment
- Bidding packages of stage 2 are under construction (workshop 1 in base 2 has so far reached over 80% workload).

Part 1.1: Update on School development

After participating the training courses organized by GIZ, the institute required the teachers/instructors to multiply the gained knowledge and skills to other teachers/instructors at the institute. The result shows that the skills of teachers/instructors improved.
• Lesson learnt
  - Selection of teachers/instructor to participate in further training courses.
  - Selection of appropriate equipment for training.

Part 1.2: Institute plan for 2013

• Activity
  - Complete the construction of Workshop 1 (in base 2).
  - Remove/ adjust the equipment no longer suitable for training
  - Receive the equipment from Germany
  - Send teachers/instructors to further training courses.
  - Intensity of cooperation with enterprise
Part 1.2: Institute plan for 2013

- Challenges and issues
  - Because the teaching staff of institute is limited, sending teachers/instructors to further training courses also affects many of teaching at the institute.
  - The institute has difficulty in paying the salaries of teachers participated in the training courses of GIZ. (has to pay the salary for alternative teachers for teaching at the institute during that time)

Part 1.2: Institute plan for 2013

- Needed support
  - Need to be supported costs of per diem for the teachers/instructors during the training courses by GIZ (because the institute does not frequent enough funding to support this costs).
  - Complement more equipment, tools and teaching documents for training course
  - GIZ supports materials in order to implement transfer projects at institute by Development Advisor (Heinrich) such as: Electric Safety, etc…
Part 2: Institute’s plan on promoting cooperation with enterprise in the next year.

The institute has cooperated with enterprises

- in Ninh Thuan province such as Tiến Thuận Garment Ltd. company, Thông Thuận aquiculture Ltd. company, Từ Sơn Ltd. Company, etc.)

- And in other provinces (Ascendas Ltd. company, Cartina Enterprise, MTV Garment company in Bình Dương)

To send students for practicing and to recruit after graduation.

Part 2: Institute’s plan on promoting cooperation with enterprise in the next year.

- In next year, the institute will continue to maintain the cooperation with these companies and to expand cooperation with other companies in Ninh Thuan and in other provinces.

- Send teachers/instructors of institute to enterprises in order to get acquaintance with modern production convey, equipment that are not available yet at institute.

- To bring into play the model of the "Club of Teacher - Entrepreneur".

Accordingly, many entrepreneurs will be invited in teaching at the institute. At the same time, give students and teachers working part-time at the Entrepreneur business
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